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hello.
you’re getting married. that’s pretty exciting. 
some may even say it’s the most exciting time of your life, 
but more on that later.

you’ll laugh. you’ll cry. there will probably be cake. 
maybe even some sweet dance moves. here’s what we
know for sure: you’ll want to remember this day forever.
that’s where I come in.that’s where I come in.



a few words
My phiMy philosophy is simple: on your wedding day, I will remain as unobtrusive as possible, 

letting genuine moments unfold, capturing emotion, raw and real, as it occurs. When it 
comes to posed portraits, we keep things simple. In fact, let’s forget the word “posed.” It 

feels stiff. I am there on your day to capture your love, not just my impressions of it. Not 
everyone is a well-seasoned model. I get that. You may not be used to being 

photographed. Feeling awkward? Welcome, my friend. I’m the queen of awkward. But 

this isn’t about taking photos. It’s about celebrating you and your love. So leave the 

pressure behind and focus on that pressure behind and focus on that love.

Stand together. Hold hands. Cuddle up. Move freely. Flirt, play, dance, kiss, hug. Do 

whatever comes naturally. Let’s face it, you two have a pretty good idea of how to be 

together. You stand, sit, and walk next to each other on a daily basis. This is the same 
thing, just with fancier clothes.

I want you both to feel comfortable around me. I am going to be spending most of 

your wedding day by your side, running around with bags of equipment, acting like a 

goon (if only to make people laugh), standing on chairs, trying to get your flower girl 

to pay attention during family portraits, and scampering through fields, forests, beaches 

or city streets searching for that perfect shot. If there isn’t a strong sense of 
camaraderie between us, this isn’t going to work. If there is? 

Let the magic begin.



wedding collections
four

two photographers
8 hours of coverage

online gallery + USB of images
engagement session

4800

threethree
one photographer
8 hours of coverage

online gallery + USB of images
engagement session

4000

two
one photographer
8 hours of coverage 

online gallery + USB of images

3600

one
one photographer
6 hours of coverage
online gallery of images

2850

elopment
one photographer

less than 20 guests 

up to 4 hours of coverage

online gallery of images

1600





albums
Imagine this: fifty years from now, you and your beloved family are staying at a 

cabin in the woods. One evening, you are all gathered around a fire sharing drinks 

and memories. Someone pipes up “Show us your wedding photos!” and with a 

smile, you pull out your -- iPhone.

Wait, what?

Photographs were meant to be printed, shared, touched, felt. I do not deny the need Photographs were meant to be printed, shared, touched, felt. I do not deny the need 

for digital images, but there is something purely magical about printed work.

The story of the your lives can be told for years to come with a custom-made, 

beautifully crafted linen album. All albums include a hand selected set of your 

images printed on archival paper.

            album prices
large album - 10 spreads            800

small album - 10 spreads            500

mini album - 5 spreads             400

each additional spread              75






